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WOMEN’S ACTIVE FOR SS18





TRACED VEST
DWT408
SEA BREEZE BLUE/ORANGE BURST

Double layer racer back vest. Super soft and stretchy 
BODY next to skin fabric on the first layer wicks away 
moisture to keep you cool and dry. Body lightweight  
outer with semi transparent fabric to reveal the colour 
pop fabric beneath.



WARM UP BRA
DWU313
ORANGE BURST

Cropped layering top with supportive fit and racer back. Supremely soft and seamless in 
our sweat-wicking BODY fabric. Stretchy and odour absorbing. Ribbed detailing for a 
secure feel. Pop colour binding. A layering staple for mountain hikes or flows at home.



FRAGMENT TIGHT
DWJ380
ORANGE BURST

Full-length, grey marl, lightweight legging with elastane for full-motion stretch. Printed  
leg design. Quick-drying polyester blend fabric with flat locked seams for a smooth fit. 
Deep elasticated waistband to keep them in place. Hidden pocket for stashing keys.  
For jogging, hiking with friends and stretching in the park. 



OUTSTRETCH BRA
DWU316
CYBER PINK HOT TROPIC PRINT

Short sleeved technical tee with crew neck. Made from our BODY fabric 
that’s supremely soft and light to wear. Stretchy and odour-absorbing.  
For on the trail, in the gym or laps in the local park. 



OVERT LONG SLEEVE TOP
DWT411
CHARCOAL GREY MARL

Long sleeve active top in BODY lightweight cloud effect fabric with sweat busting antibac 
treatment. Cross over cut out back design makes it a great layering piece for a yoga flow 
or work out.



SERRATE TEE
DWT405
NEON PINK

Lightweight stretch active tee with BODY wicking performance. Relaxed fit with dropped 
armhole design and venting back detail. Easy layering piece over printed bras and vests. 



ECLECTIC TIGHT
DWJ381
LUNAR PURPLE ENERGISE PRINT

Full-length, lightweight legging with elastane for full-motion stretch. Look as good as  
they feel. Quick-drying polyester blend fabric with flat locked seams for a smooth fit.  
Deep elasticated waistband to keep them in place. Hidden pocket for stashing keys.  
For jogging, hiking with friends and stretching in the park. 



ENCLOSE SHORT
DWJ383
BLACK

2 layer work out short. Outer short in lightweight water repellent polyester stretch fabric to  
give freedom of movement. Printed inner short made from full stretch fabric with elastane.  
Shaped waistband for a flattering, comfortable and secure fit.



WOMENS VYPER
DWF314
NEON PINK/FLURO YELLOW

Versitile and lightweight women’s running shoe that can be used for a gentle 
run, getting a 10k pb of going hard in the gym. 
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